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Welcome to the second instalment of
the JMCS newsletter. I’m sure you’ll
agree we have some fantastic content,
and to prove how much members have
been up to I have had to leave some stories out! Fear not they will be in the next
edition. Its been a mixed Summer as usual, and unfortunately I haven’t got as
much climbing in as I’d liked but still
managed to get some wish list ticks done.
The club has been up to quite a bit since
the last newsletter.
The June meet was well attended, Dave
Hughes, John Firmin, Steve Senior, Roy
Hibbert, Marcus Harvey, Mike French,
Robin, Sandy Steele and myself. We were
lucky enough to have some great weather
that weekend. Climbing at Gogarth, cycling and walking in the hills were activities enjoyed by those attending.
I was unable to attend the Lakes meet, but
from what I hear it was a bit of a wet one.
Some routes were done on the Pembroke
meet by Marcus Harvey, Steve Senior &
Chris Comerie, and there seems to have
been quite a few adventures by members
outside of the official meets.
I was fortunate enough this year to spend
a night in the fabulous CIC hut, before
doing the Douglas Boulder and Tower
Ridge for my first routes on Ben Nevis
(Recognise the background photo?!). I had
fantastic weather, and have only fuelled
my appetite to get back there in the winter. I also met my Nemesis and lived my
Dream of White Horses, and did Main
Wall on Cyrn Las. Read on to see what our

Next Meet…
Annual Dinner & AGM, Saturday 21st
November 2015
Ogwen Bank is located on the A5, one
mile south of Bethesda on the right
hand side of the road as you approach
from the town. The park is set in 12
acres of glorious woodland on the
banks of the River Ogwen.

Members are most welcome to bring
partners, family or guests; those who
stayed at Ogwen Bank last November
will know the pine lodges there are of a
high quality.

The Annual General Meeting of the
Section will take place at the same venue at 11.00am the following day that is
Sunday 22nd November. Members will
be contacted separately concerning the
AGM.

Upcoming Meets…
Scottish meet, Elphin

Great Langdale

16th - 23rd February 2016

18th—20th March 2016

The Elphin Caving Centre (ECC) is a ren- We have booked the excellent Wayovated and extended building in Elphin farer's hut in Great Langdale - a superb
24 km north of Ullapool.
location just down the road from White
Ghyll
It has self-catering accommodation for
20 people, gas and wood fires, toilets, The Wayfarers' Club hut is in Langdale.
hot showers, gas rings for cooking, a Officially opened on Saturday 16th
microwave oven, parking for eight cars March 1930, RLH was the first dedicated climbing hut in the Lake District.
et cetera.
It also has the best location of any caving hut in the entire country with a
superb view of Cul Mor, Suilven and
Canisp from the front door - three
mountains of 849, 731 and 846 metres
respectively.

Converted from an existing 18th century barn, the hut is named in memory of
Robertson Lamb, whose sister largely
financed the conversion. There have
been many alterations since 1930, but
they have always maintained the character of the hut and its surroundings.

The ECC is to the right (east) of the
main road just after the telephone box As a base for mountain adventure and
on the left when you are travelling valley conviviality, RLH has a special
north through Elphin.
place in Wayfarers' hearts.

News
SMC Journals
The SMC Journal is the long term link with the other sections of the JMCS and with our parent(?), the Scottish Mountaineering Club. In my early days of membership the Journal came with the Subs, but as its cost increased it was decided that it
would be an optional purchase. The Journal is a good read and I can wholeheartedly commend it. This year the cost is £13
if you get it from me or £15 if I post it. I must place our order with the Distribution Manager by the end of the month, so act
now if you want a copy!"
David Hughes

New Website launched...
The publication of the Autumn newsletter also coincides with the launch of the all new JMCS website. I hope to get as much
info from the newsletter and Facebook group on the website for those that are not members of the Facebook group and to
prospective members. The new site is also planned to advertise the club hut more effectively to attract more non-members
and other clubs to use the hut.

www.jmcs-london.org.uk

sure on superb rock with good protection,
we were off to a great start. Then it was
my turn to tackle Rock Idol E1 5b. Stood
beneath the line whilst contemplating the
forthcoming acrobatics is a very intimidating experience, a magnificent striking
corner formed at the junction of the West
Face and Great Wall, the sort of ground
one would expect to cover climbing E5 !!
Each overhang is bypassed using the wall
to the right before cutting loose and taking
the final roof direct. A truly magnificent
climb, probably the best route I’ve ever
climbed in my life. On appearing at the cliff
top Marcus exclaimed that “three stars are
simply not enough” whilst Steve came into
view blabbering ecstatically. Steve led us
up Crithmum a three star VS 5a, however
the route has suffered from rock falls over
the years and still appears unstable, there
Members attending: John Firmin – Steve is a consensus of opinion that its now HVS/
Senior – Marcus Harvey – Roy Hibbert – E1, any potential suiters be wary!
Chris Comerie
We partook our celebratory liquid refreshI left Cumbria on the Friday morning for ment in the St Governs Country Inn where
the arse numbing long ride down, pausing we caught up with John and Roy, who had
in Shropshire at Steve’s house for a bite ridden down on his trusty Triumph. Steve
and a brew. We both rode down to announced that the day was a fitting stag
Bosherston together, however I should say do!!!
that I rode down trailing in the wake of
Steve, unable to match his riding skill’s and Sunday morning was in contrast overcast
ability push on, all way outside my comfort and windy; an earlier shower had moiszone. On arrival Marcus and John were tened things up a little. John headed back
already there, John had left London that to London, Roy and I started to ride back
morning and broken his journey by a to the North whilst Marcus and Steve
mountain biking session on route. Trefalen headed over to Mowing word to bag a
Farm camp site is in a cracking location on route before leaving for home. This is what
the headland above the unspoilt beach of Marcus had to say;
Broadhaven (South), a little lacking in facilities but very quiet and a nice level pitch.
We did Snozwanger (E1 5b), it takes the
slab immediately left of Deidre Sud. The
Saturday dawned a beautiful still sunny guidebook describes it as a two pitch route
day, our luck was in. I had for many years with the first pitch taking a diagonal line
wanted to climb Rock Idol, situated in the leftwards to a shared belay on the arête of
stunning location of Mother Carey’s Kitch- Blowin’ in the Wind. We decided to do it in
en at Lydstep Point, about a half hour a single pitch sticking to the centre of the
drive east of Bosherston. By all accounts slab, this gave the route a more appealing
it’s supposed to be one of the best E1’s in line with a committing feel, certainly
the country. John decided to come with worth the two stars. As you’d expect the
us, planning to walk back to the camp site rock was perfect and, thankfully, there
during the course of the day. Being unfa- was no evidence of the rain that had fallen
miliar with the underlying cliff face we earlier in the morning.
spent around two hours observing and
discussing the correct line of the abseil, to As we were pulling up our abseil rope we
enable us to locate the area in which the were joined by the two climbers who we’d
start of the route is situated. In the event met the previous day at Mother Carey’s,
we got it right and abseiled down the very maybe there really were only five people
steep face into the central fissure of Great climbing in Pembroke that weekend!
Wall, to a comfortable stance above the
high tide level.
Another great JMCS weekend meet.

JMCS Pembrokeshire
Meet By Chris Comerie
18th–20th September:

Marcus took the first lead on one of the Chris Comerie
original Pembroke classics, The Strait Gate
E2 5b, a steep line to the right of the fis-

 THE STRAIGHT GATE

 ABSEILING IN

 MARCUS HARVEY TAKING THE LEAD



Ben Nevis, Tower Ridge & The Douglas Boulder

Staying at the CIC Hut, August 2015, Simon Gladstone

Chair Ladder, Cornwall
Jamie Ward
Just got back from a superb climbing weekend at Chair Ladder, a BMC
training weekend covering improvised rescues etc., between the training
we managed to bag some 3 star classics.
Diocese VS 5a - One of Cornwall's greatest VS routes. High in the grade
and requiring a broad selection of techniques, the line follows the huge
corner up the middle of Bishop's Buttress before making a memorable
leftwards traverse to clear the huge roof.
South Face Direct VS 4c - 4 pitch's of superb quality, steep and sustained.
Aire point - Aireline VS + Biggles flies undone HVS.

Hebrides 
A sailing trip to the Outer Hebrides, off the north west coast
of Scotland, taking in Rum,
Eriskay, South Uist, Skye and
Knoydart. Team consisted of:
Steve Senior, Roy Hibbert, Nigel Noggins the Mad, Rob
Rees, Stevie Gladstone, Marika
and Andy Walker.

Lake District

 The Peaks, Fathers day
Jamie Ward
A great weekend in the Peak albeit a
bit damp on Saturday but cracking today.
Ellis's Eliminate VS, Paucity HVS 5b
Cave Arête HVS 5a (5b for the short- 5b
then), Chequers buttress HVS 5a
Great Slab E3 5b (TR), The Thorn
HVS 5a, Pocket Symphony E1 5b

A walk from Low Hall Garth to
Tilberthwaite Quarry, then via
Wetherlam and Black Sails to
Great Carrs and back.

The Peaks
Meet…

 Huttengrat,
Salbitschijen,
August 2015.
The sound of one hand slapping.....If you
don't know this area, highly recommended for alpine rock - long granite
routes of all grades, great hut (Salbit
Hut), friendly guardians. The West and
South Ridges are two of the greatest
alpine
rock
ridges.
Jamie
Ward suggested it last year for a summer trip.

By Jamie Ward

Myself, Chris Comerie, Marcus Harvey, Andrew
Walker, Simon Gladstone ,Sandy Steel and Pete
all attended and enjoyed some great climbing/
walking, Me and Chris got an extra day in on
Friday at Rivelin, a super little crag once we
managed to find it through the undergrowth,
stand out routes included Blizzard Ridge HVS 5a
which Chris led and Croton Oil HVS 5a which I
led, the best two routes on the crag by far,
Marcus joined us later and we did Fringe Benefit E1 5b which was also interesting. We decided to escape the wind on Saturday and climbed by Mr Walker who made a one arm ascent of
at Lawrencefield and Millstone, a super effort Nailsbane ! Simon ticked some of the classic
VS's Great Harry VS, The Mall VS all sustained
at the grade and a great effort, Millstone always feels hard in my opinion but we did do
some good routes, Svelt HVS 5a, Lyons Corner
House Direct HVS 5a and Eros E1 5b were all
climbed, After a wet start on Sunday me and
Simon headed up to Bamford and squeezed
some good routes in before heading home, Old
Wrinkled Wall VS 4c, Curving Crack VS 4c and
Bilberry Crack VS 5a , all in all a good weekend
on grit, our next camping meet and the last one
for the year is at Pembroke, a super venue with
climbing/walking and good pubs, hopefully we
will get a better turnout for this one.

Andy Walker

Dumfries
and
Galloway 

 Sailing in Norway
Arctic Sky Crew: Chris Bashforth, Alastair Lyons, Mags
Fenton, Alasdair Stokeld, Trevor Burrows and John
Firmin.
Klara Crew: Tim Martin, Gordon Dalgarno, Morton
Hansen, Stephen Moran and Andy Hughes.

Chris Comerie, May 2015.
A big thank you to Conan
for finding and transporting us to this new
climbing venue Meikle
Ross, Dumfries and Galloway, Southern Scotland.
Gary Hall, Tony Gray, Tobey Standish and Chris
Comerie
accompanied
Conan to Little Zawn and
spent a really enjoyable
sunny day climbing on
solid Greywacke, a good
selection of routes were
dispatched with good
humour and smiles all
round. On the walk back
to the car a reconnaissance of the other crags in the area was undertaken with a view to further visits. A great day out.

This year I finally got one of my biggest ticks. In July I defeated the typical
British summer weather and bagged
this iconic route put up by Ed Drummond & Dave Pearce in 1968. A
Dream of White Horses is situated on
Wen Slab, in Wen Zawn near Gogarth
North Stack. Graded HVS 5a it boasts
an adventurous final pitch where a fall
from the traverse can leave you hanging in space!
I had been dreaming of a Dream of
White Horses since I discovered it.
Tempted quite a few times but never
convinced I was ready for such a route.
Was my prussiking up to scratch? Did I
have the head for the traverse? At the
June meet, I found myself embarking
on my first visit to the magnificent
cliffs of Gogarth. Climbing with Marcus
Harvey & Steve Senior, we spent Saturday doing Scavenger Direct, HVS 5a,
and Gogarth E1 5b. That was a full-on
day for me, at the limits of my climbing. On Sunday we headed over to
Wen Zawn, to tackle Britomartis, HVS
4c. My arms were tired, and I when
given the opportunity to get on Dream
I didn't feel I had the strength to take it
on. I would end the weekend on a
high. From that day this route was not
only my Dream but my nemesis!
One drizzly July Friday night I headed
up to Glanafon, with the hope of a

ground was dry. It had been a dry
night. The forecast predicted showers
at 1300. It was now 0900, did we have
time? The ticket machine was a bit of a
windup. 4 hours parking or 12? It
might as well say, would you like to
pay for an epic? So coughing up for the
full 12 hours, just in case, we headed
up to the Promontory. We were the
first people there, so I took a bit of
time to point out the route to my
climbing partner. He looked and said
“It looks pretty blank”. From that we
racked up, and were met by another
pair who had just got there. They were
doing Concrete Chimney, another
route now on my wish list. “Do you
mind if we use your abseil rope?” they
asked, it was down to us then to commit.
 WEN SLAB FROM THE PROMENTARY

Scrambling down to the abseil point,

weather window to get the route done
on Saturday morning. Upon arrival at
Glanafon I was reminded of the route
by the photograph on the hut wall of
Dave Edmonds hanging from the Wen
belay. That got me, I had to get it
done. So after a few glasses of red
wine and a brief nights sleep, I headed
on to the main road out of Bethesda
with it still raining, but a glowing glimmer of hope in the form of a sunny
Anglesey in the distance. By the time I
arrived at the North Stack carpark the

 SOME CLIMBERS ON CONCRETE CHIMNEY
the weather was looking ok. We tied
up onto the many slings and off we
went. I went first, and admired the slab
on the way down. All of a sudden it
seemed ok. I could see holds and everything! Although gear was looking a
bit sparse. Due to the tide I settled on
the high tide ledges, and scraped
around for a while before finding a...

OUR ROUTE

...crappy spike and a loose crack to
belay from. This was it, time to release
my self from the abseil rope, which
always instils a sense of seriousness of
the situation especially with the waves
crashing around below and the traverse of pitch 4 looming above. I was
there now, time to get on with it! I
called my partner down.
We’d agreed I’d do the traverse pitch,
so it was down to my partner to get
started. “I feel slightly nervous now!”
he said after he released himself from
the abseil rope too. Off he went, on
what seemed like good holds. Eventually he nearly disappeared from view,
and was stationary for a while, whilst
realising he had gone too high. He soon
called me up and as he’d gone to far
after swapping gear I set off on a down
climb to find the start of pitch 2.
More ledges, this looks fine. A delicate
traverse to a rusty old peg, and then it
all goes a bit blank. The giant spikes in
the Wen crack lure me past the crux of
the pitch, looking down at the sea as I
pinched some tiny holds to get me over
to the belay.
Now I was at the point in the photograph at Glanafon, I felt quite comfortable in the hanging belay as my partner
followed over to me. Waiting for another party on Wen to pass our belay, I
looked up at pitch 4 which was getting
closer. After a bit of route finding it
was time for my partner to start up
pitch 3. After a balancy start he made
his way up the flake to the grassy
ledge. A few moves later he got in
what he decided was his last piece of
gear on that pitch. I could not help
thinking, once I take that out I’m down
-climbing quite a way with no protection. I hoped he had a good belay! It
turned out the belay was bomber. In
fact in the concrete chimney I was even
able to rest on a ledge while we
swapped gear for the final time and I
contemplated the last pitch.
I set off, got a nut in and arrived at
what appeared to be the crux. A kind
of falling into a layback move hoping
there was something for my feet,
which there was. in fact after that it

 THE TRAVERSE GETTING CLOSER
seemed quite easy. I took a moment to
look down at some other climbers on T
Rex, and beyond to see the sea below
Wen Zawn. I carried on moving and
taking it all in, when all of a sudden my
ropes became tight. Before I knew it a
runner popped out just after the crux. I
had put long extenders in to try and
prevent any drag, but looked back and
could see the ropes were twisted in my
partners belay plate. I enjoyed the
view while he sorted them out and
then continued the pitch until arriving
at another tricky section.
Pulling round a bulge on my arms onto
a slab that overlooks the bottomless
chimney into the Zawn felt quite intimidating, but was soon over. Before I
knew it I got to a section that looked
like the exit. It also looked blank. Maybe I should carry on some more? I did,
and found the real exit chimney
marked by a peg. One clip in this at I
had nearly done it. I grabbed a hold
just above it and it snapped off in my
hand! Luckily I stayed firmly on the
rock and pulled up onto a rocky path. I
had finally done it. I set up a belay,
took off my shoes and called my partner up.
Once we had done the obligatory
handshake and had a bite to eat, we
packed up and headed back to the car.
Just then the heavens opened. It
thrashed it down, but thankfully we

 HERE WE GO…!

 A WELCOMED REST FOR MY FEET

 MY PARTNER ABOUT TO FOLLOW
were watching it through the windscreen of my car! By Simon Gladstone.

The Plan …
It was in 2013
that
Chris
Bashforth
suggested
sailing to the
Lofoten
Islands off the coast of Norway, and
climbing the shapely peaks there,
building on our experience of doing
similar in the Hebrides. Inspirational
messages were exchanged with photos
of the dramatic Lofoten scenery. The
plan was to fly to Tromso via Oslo and
‘bare boat’ charter yachts to take us
the 120 miles south to the Lofotens. A
team was assembled and divided according to diet – one boat for the meat
eaters and one for the vegetarians/fish
eaters. We would stock up on duty
free on the way out given the prohibitively
high
cost of
anything alcoholic
in Norway and
gather together
in the Viking Hotel in Tromso.

And what actually happened …
Piles of duty free were duly gathered
and supplemented with local supplies
in Tromso but anyone who has been
on one of Basher’s sailing holidays
knows that aims and plans are flexible.
There are good reasons for this. It is
hard work and time consuming sailing
into a head wind day after day and to
sleep well requires a sheltered anchorage, and wind direction cannot be factored into plans ahead of a holiday.
Add to this our lack of knowledge of
the area and it was inevitable that we
would once again make it up as we
went along. We had only a few maps
which were too small scale for walking

purposes and the only pilot guide on
the boats was in Norwegian – thankfully we had down loaded the information on to Chris and Gordon’s
phones before leaving for Norway!

We headed south from Tromso to Ryoya in Arctic Sky and Klara – two Delphia 40 yachts – and then on to the
magnificent fjords on the NW coast of
the island of Senja. Rocky peaks of
1000m rise almost vertically from the
sea. Quaint small settlements occupy
the end of the fjords linked by a superb
road network and smart phones work
everywhere so it never feels remote.
The sailing was more challenging than

anticipated with plenty of submerged
rocks to avoid but anchoring was easier than in the Hebrides where the kelp
can make finding a firm hold frustrating. While sailing down the west
coast of Senja the ‘eagle eyes’ on Klara
proved to be the best wild life spotters
seeing a small pod of Orcas – very rare
in this part of the Atlantic in July. The
wind was mainly from the north east.
On one exiting afternoon it was force 8
gusting force 9 with a 3m Atlantic
swell. On the helm, ‘Going about’ felt
like turning on the tops of moguls
when skiing!

F

urther south we stopped in
Steinfjordan, where we split
into two groups. Chris, Andy, Trevor,
Al S, Morten and John did a lovely ridge
walk along the length of the peninsula
to the south of the fjord over Storbrusen (562m) and Husfjellet (632m)
before descending to the village of
Skaland. The descent path is known as
the Queen’s Walk because the Queens
of Norway and Denmark meet each
year to climb it to the summit of
Husfjellet (they probably put some
planks of wood over the boggy
bits!) Meanwhile, Al L, Mags, Tim,
Gordon and Stephen sailed the
yachts around the peninsula to
meet up with us before all moved
on to the village of Hamm.

pitch indoors illustrating again the investment made in these communities
probably thanks to Norway’s oil revenues from the North Sea. In Senjahopen we took the opportunity to fix
some of the many faults on Arctic Sky.
John had his first ride up the mast in a
Bosun’s chair to fix the wind instrument at the top using the ubiquitous
gaffer tape. Our efforts to fix the
dodgy depth sonar were less successful.

Our passage south went as far as
Selfjorden on the outskirts of the
Anderdalen National Path, and
probably our most remote and
beautiful anchorage. From here the
whole group climbed Luten (739m)
via its north and east ridges. Some
aspects of the mountains in the
region reminded me of the Alps –
steep, rocky and requiring the protection of a rope if you are to reach
many of the summits. The difference is of course the height – more
akin to Scotland so you don’t have
to worry about altitude. Thank you
Al S, for the lovely supper of fresh
mussels that evening.

Heading back north, Arctic Sky visited
Andenes on the island of Andoya while
Karla made its way to Gryllefjorden.
Arctic Sky carried on to Senjahopen
arriving at 2.45AM but 24 hours of daylight means
no
night
passages
and some
very
late
suppers!
Senjahopen
is a village
of only a
few
hundred people
but has a
sports complex with an almost full size football

their return. Kvaloya is smaller than
Senja but contains equally steep and
impressive mountain scenery. From
Ersfjorden we climbed Hatten (657m)
and then scrambled up to the first
summit of Storsteinnestinden (800m).

By now the wind was light as we headed for Vengsoy, a short sail from Tromso where the boats were to be returned the next day. What followed
was absolutely not in the plan! During
the night Klara slipped her mooring
and ran aground. The sight the
next morning was rather sad.
Klara was listing at an angle of
about 25 degrees, resting gently
on the sandy sea bed. Good
teamwork and the help of a local
fisherman saw Klara safely back to
sea.

Having returned the yachts we
had one more day in Tromso doing touristy things and our one
and only visit to a pub (half a litre
of beer cost about £8!) To sum
up, it was a great holiday, with
some intended and unintended
adventures along the way. But we
never got to the Lofotens! There
was simply too much to see and
do on the way there. Maybe we
will get there another time.

Our next stop was the island of Kvaloya. On the way we were entertained
by a large pod of Pilot whales. Slightly
larger than dolphins, pilot whales also
play in the water, Mags getting the
best photo of a whale belly up doing a
360 degree turn
a couple of feet
from Arctic Sky.
At Little Sommoroy, Stephen
and
Morten
joined
local
climbers on the
sea cliffs above
the bay. From
the boat the
cliffs
looked
steep,
which
Morten and Stephen confirmed on

Arctic Sky Crew: Chris Bashforth,
Alastair Lyons, Mags Fenton, Alasdair
Stokeld, Trevor Burrows and John Firmin.

Klara Crew: Tim Martin, Gordon Dalgarno, Morten Hansen, Stephen Moran
and Andy Hughes.

